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On	the	importance	of	Symmetries	
Pointgroup	symmetry	is	an	essential	tool	for	chemists:		

MO,	spectroscopy,	magnetism,	etc...	

O. Kahn, et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc.  1982, 104, 2165 

F exchange coupling 
(J=118 cm-1) 

Cu(II)VO(IV)fsa2en

(fsa)2en = N,N’-(2-hydroxy-3-carboxybenzilidene)ethylenediamine 
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Interaction	of	light	with	chiral	objects	

Natural Circular Dichroism (NCD) 
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Interaction	of	light	with	magnetic	objects	
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Because of the similarity between Cotton and Faraday effects, in 1855, Pasteur tried 
crystallisations in magnetic field to select the absolute configuration of the molecules 
within the crystal... without success. 

Michael Faraday 

Magneic Circular Dichroism (MCD) 
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Similarity	is	not	identity...	

What	happens	upon	reflexion?	
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Symmetry	in	Physics	
Continuous symmetries : 
Translational time invariance t→t+Δt ⇔ Energy conservation 
Translational invariance r→r+Δr ⇔ Momentum conservation 
Rotational invariance φ→ φ+Δφ ⇔ Angular momentum conservation 

CPT symmetries: 
Charge conjugation C: q→ -q (matter→anti-matter) 
Parity P: r→-r (mirror image) 
Time reversal T: t→-t  (play movie backwards) 

We	will	assume	physics	to	be	invariant	under	C	and	P	and	T;	
valid	for:	electrodynamics	and	(quantum)	mechanics,		
invalid	for:	nuclear	processes;	the	weak	force	violates	parity	(but	CPT	
is	conserved)!	



Symmetry	in	Physics:		
example	of	the	magnetic	field	

Parity	reversal		P:	r→-r,	t→t,	q→	q	so	B→B	
Charge	conjugation	C:	r→r,	t→t,	q→	-q	so	B→-B	

Time	reversal 	T:	r→r,	t→-t,	q→	q	so	B→-B	
	
Magnetic field is a time-odd and parity-even pseudo-vector 
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Curie established the symmetry associated with chirality and magnetic field (1894). 



Symmetry	in	Physics	
C P T 

energy E + + +
charge q - + +
polarization P - - +
force F + - +
magnetization M - + - 
wavevector k + - - 
electrical current I - - - 
magnetic field B - + - 
electric field E - - +
linear momentum p + - - 
angular 
momentum L + + - 

CPT properties of common 
physical quantities 

Tip: write in mksC units, eg Tesla = kg/C⋅s 



Interest	of	symmetry	analysis	

“Everything that is not forbidden is compulsory.” Murray Gell-Mann 

A symmetry argument does not say whether an effect exists, but only if it is 
forbidden or not. 

If an effect is allowed by symmetry, the reverse effect is alllowed as well. 

Sonar and piezoelectricity:  
 - generation of a pressure wave by applying ac voltage 
 - generation of a ac voltage by the echoed wave 



Pasteur	tries	scrutinated	by	symmetry	

Achiral/racemic starting product → D product B 

P parity 
operation 

Achiral/racemic starting product → L product 
B 

Achiral/racemic starting product → D product -B 

Time-reversal 
operation 

T 

Breaking of parity symmetry (P-) 
mirror 

Breaking of time-reversal symmetry (T-) 

B B 

Following Curie’s principle:  
no possibility to probe/control chirality with magnetic field ... alone 



Is everything lost? Can light help? 

Favoring one enantiomer  
by irradiation with circularly polarized light  

Reverse effect compared to NCD 
Y. Inoue, Chem. Rev. 1992, 92, 741–770 
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Chiral photosensitive species 
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give rise to an enantiomeric excess in a photochemical reaction
driven by unpolarized light in a parallel magnetic field, which
suggests that this effect may have played a role in the origin of the
homochirality of life.

Interpreting magnetic optical activity as a sign of magnetically
induced chirality, Pasteur was the first to search—in vain—for an
enantioselective effect of magnetic fields3, followed by many others.
As pointed out by Barron, who formulated the symmetry require-
ments for a reaction to yield a chiral result, enantioselectivity
induced by magnetic fields per se is not allowed8,9. However, the
magnetochiral anisotropy effect5–7 can be regarded as a cross-effect
between natural optical activity and magnetic optical activity. It can
be described by an extra term in the dielectric constant of a

medium10–12, proportional to k⋅B, where k is the wavevector of
the light and B is the magnetic field. The essential features of MCA
are (1) the dependence on the relative orientation of k and B, (2) the
dependence on the handedness of the chiral medium (enantio-
selectivity), and (3) the independence of the polarization state of the
light. The parameter k⋅B fulfils the symmetry requirements for a
chiral influence8.

Enantioselective photochemistry with circularly polarized light
(CPL) is well-established13,14. It is based on natural circular dichro-
ism (NCD) that is, a difference in absorption coefficient of the two
enantiomers for CPL. By a similar mechanism, one can expect
enantioselectivity in photochemical reactions with unpolarized
light in a magnetic field owing to magnetochiral dichroism. The
largest magnetochiral dichroism is expected in chiral, paramagnetic
complexes containing transition-metal or rare-earth ions15. The
Cr(III)tris-oxalato complex has been extensively studied in the
context of enantioselective photochemistry with CPL, in a process
called photoresolution16; this complex, which exists in a right- and a
left-handed version, is unstable in solution and spontaneously
dissociates and re-associates. At equilibrium, it exists as a racemic
mixture (equal concentrations of right- and left-handed complex).
The dissociation is accelerated by the absorption of light, so under
CPL irradiation, the more absorbing enantiomer will dissociate
more often, whereas the subsequent re-association yields equal
amounts of both enantiomers. This leads to an excess of the less-
absorbing enantiomer, the handedness of which depends on the
handedness of the CPL. If this photoresolution is much faster than
the thermal racemization, the size of the enantiomeric excess (e.e.) in
dynamic equilibrium can be shown to be given by e:e:CPL ¼ gNCD=2,
where gNCD ! 2ðeþ ! e! Þ=ðeþ þ e! Þ is the NCD asymmetry factor16,
and e+ and e− are the optical extinction coefficients for left- and
right-handed CPL, respectively. As soon as the irradiation stops, the
system will return to the racemic state owing to thermal dissociation
and random re-association of the complexes.
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Figure 2 Photoresolution set-up and typical result. a, Experimental set-up for determining
photoresolution of the Cr(III)tris-oxalato complex. Monochromatic irradiation is performed
with a Ti:sapphire laser around 696 nm, with a polarization state that can be selected
between linear, circular and unpolarized. The last was obtained after passing the light
through 10 m of 1-mm-diameter optical fibre. We have carefully checked that the light
leaving the fibre has no net circular component exceeding 10−4. Typical irradiation powers
are 100 mW, which are absorbed in 50 "l of 0.2 m aqueous solution of K3Cr(ox)3, with a
sample length of 7 mm, kept at 10 "C. Enantiomeric excess (e.e.) detection is done by
measuring the NCD at l ¼ 543:7 nm (green He–Ne laser, GreNe) using a photo-elastic
modulator (PEM) and a lock-in amplifier (LA) and calculating the e.e., using
gNCDðl ¼ 543 nmÞ ¼ 4:4 # 10! 2 (ref. 16). Measurements of e.e. are performed within
1 min after the magnetic field and the irradiation were switched off. b, Enantiomeric
excess as a function of time. Photoresolution was performed by irradiating with 100-mW
circularly polarized light at l ¼ 701 nm in zero magnetic field. The arrow indicates when
the irradiation is stopped, and the system starts to relax to a racemic state. The
photoresolution time constant is 6 min, the thermal racemization time constant is 70 min.
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Figure 3 Results of photoresolution with unpolarized light in a magnetic field.
a, Enantiomeric excess obtained after irradiation with unpolarized light for 25 min at
l ¼ 695:5 nm, as a function of magnetic field, with an irradiation direction k either
parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field B. Each point was obtained with a fresh,
racemic starting solution. b, Enantiomeric excess obtained with the magnetic field of 7.5 T
parallel to the irradiation direction, as a function of the irradiation wavelength, with
unpolarized light.
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Irradiation by RCP/LCP light  



Breaking of parity symmetry (P-) Breaking of time-reversal symmetry (T-) 
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Can	we	go	beyond?	
Interaction of light with matter in optically active magnetic compounds 



L.D. Barron, J. Vrbancich, Mol. Phys. 1984, 51, 715       

Magneto-chiral	dichroism	

unpolarised light 
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Magneto-Chiral Dichroism (MChD) 

ε  (ω, k,B) = ε  (ω)+α d /l (ω)k +β +/−(ω)B+γ (ω)k.B

Cotton Effect  Faraday Effect  

Simultaneous breaking of parity (P-) and time-reversal (T-) symmetries 



Chiral Magnetic  
Materials 
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Combining magnetism and chirality in 
molecule-based compounds 



First observation using chiral ligands 
from the chiral pool 
Synthesis of luminescent lanthanide 
complexes 

Magnetochiral	effects	in	paramagnetic	systems	

G.L.J.A. Rikken et al. Nature 1997, 390, 493 (Eu) 
K. Taniguchi et al. Phys. Rev. Mater. 2019, 3, 045202 (Tb) 
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Magnetochiral	effects	in	paramagnetic	systems	

Nickel(II) sulfate: 
1D compound obtained  
by spontaneous resolution 
MChD of paramagnetic salts 

T-1 

G.L.J.A. Rikken et al. Phys. Rev. E 1998, 58, 5081 Kopnov and Rikken, Rev. Sci. Instr. 2014, 85, 053106 
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Magnetochiral	effects	in	paramagnetic	systems	

Tris(oxalato)chromate(III): 
Separation by precipitation 
with a chiral cation 

G.L.J.A. Rikken and E. Raupach, Nature 2000, 405, 932 

MChD in solution 
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Inverse MCh Effect 
A possible mechanism for 
the homochirality of life 

light absorption light absorption 



Magnetochiral	effects	in	paramagnetic	systems	

-  Magneto-chiral dichroism in microwave absorption (2015) 

-  Magneto-chiral dichroism in THz absorption (2014) 

-  Magneto-chiral dichroism in Visible absorption (2001) 

-  Magneto-chiral dichroism in X ray absorption (2002, 2010) 

Universal 

(Similar) microscopic origins? 

Go beyond paramagnetic systems 



Metal-radical 1D compound 
obtained by spontaneous 
resolution 

Magnetochiral	effects	in	paramagnetic	systems	
in	the	X-ray	region	

No signal for the Mn(II) 
derivatives 
Strong signal for the 
Co(II) derivatives  
 
Influence of the orbital 
moment  

A.  Caneschi et al. Inorg. Chem. 1991, 30, 3936 
  R. Sessoli et al. Nat. Phys. 2015, 11, 69  
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Enantioselective	self-assembly		
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C. Train et al., Nat. Mater., 2008, 7, 729 



Enantioselective self-assembly 

C. Train et al., Nat. Mater. 2008, 7, 729  

NMePr2(S)-secBuI 
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Space group P63 



Crystal Structure and enantioselective self-assembly 
[NMePr2(R)-secBu]3[(Δ)-Mn(Λ)-Cr(C2O4)3] 
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Magnetochiral	Dichroism	

λ = 615 nm 
H = 100 G 
[NMePr2(S)-secBu]3[(Λ)-Mn(Δ)-Cr(C2O4)3] 

Increase of MChD in the ferromagnetic phase 

Train et al., Nat. Mater., 2008, 7, 729 

MChD	



K.	Inoue,	K.	Kikuchi,	M.	Ohba,	H.	Okawa,	Angew.	Chem.	Int.	Ed.,	2003,	42,	4810	

[CrIII(CN)6][MnII((X)-dap)(H2O)]·H2O 
(X = S, R; dap = 1,2-diaminopropane as chiral coligand) 

2D-layered structure (Space Group = P212121) 

Cyanide-bridged	ferrimagnet	
Unique chiral 
center 

[Mn(II)Cr(III)] ferrimagnetic layers 



Tc = 38 K 

Ferrimagne
tic 

ordering Ms in 
agreement 
with S = 1 
total spin 

ground state 

Molecular ferrimagnet with a relatively high ordering temperature 

K.	Inoue,	K.	Kikuchi,	M.	Ohba,	H.	Okawa,	Angew.	Chem.	Int.	Ed.,	2003,	42,	4810	

Magnetic	properties	



MChD is observed despite the 
non-chiral environment of the 
magnetic centers 
 
Strong signal arises from a metal 
ion with vanishingly small orbital 
moment  
 
The	 (relative)	 intensity	 of	 the	 MChD	
signal	decreases	when	the	distance	to	
the	chiral	center	increases	

M.	Atzori,	I.	Breslavetz,	G.	Rikken,	C.	Train,	JACS	2019,	under	(minor	!)	revision	

Wavelength	Dependence	of	the		
Absorption	and	MChD	

Cr d-d 

Mn d-d MMCT 



λ = 545 nm 

MChD	signals	persists	up	to	43	K	

M.	Atzori,	I.	Breslavetz,	G.	Rikken,	C.	Train,	JACS	2019,	under	(minor	!)	revision	

Temperature	Dependence	of	the	MChD	signal	



  

Temperature	dependence	of	the	MChD	
and	magnetization	

M.	Atzori,	I.	Breslavetz,	G.	Rikken,	C.	Train,	JACS	2019,	under	(minor	!)	revision	



Possibility of applications 

Original optical readout of the magnetic data 
Call for a further pushing up to the Curie 

temperature of chiral magnets 

Circular Dichroism 

+ Magnetism 

MChD 



Magneto-chiral effect in conduction 

G. L. J. A. Rikken, N. Avarvari et al., Nat. Commun. 2014, 5, 3757  

RR/S (B,I) = R0 (1+β.B
2 +γ R/SB.I) ΔR / R = 2γ R/SB.I / (1+β.B2 )

Magneto-Chiral Anisotropy (MChA) 

Chirality manifests itself in many areas of physics, chemistry
and biology, where objects or materials can exist in two
non super-imposable forms, one being the mirror image

of the other1. It is easily observed in the optical properties of
dielectric materials, as optical activity or circular dichroism.
However for conductors, such a characterization is not available
and other methods are needed. On the basis of symmetry
arguments, Rikken et al.2 have argued that the two-terminal
electrical resistance of a chiral conductor subject to a magnetic
field B is of the form

RD=LðB; IÞ ¼ R0ð1 þ gD=LB % I þ bB2Þ ð1Þ
where I is the electrical current. Parity reversal symmetry requires
for the magnetochiral anisotropy parameter gD¼ & gL where
D and L indicate the right- and left-handed version of the
conductor, respectively2. We neglect higher-order symmetry-
allowed terms that are odd order products of each B and I, similar
to I %B3. The parameter bdescribes the normal magnetoresistance
that is allowed in all conductors. Here we neglect higher even
orders in B that are also allowed. We call the effect corresponding
to the linear B dependence in equation 1 electrical magnetochiral
anisotropy (eMChA), in direct analogy to the optical case3, which
corresponds to a polarization-independent enantioselective
contribution to the optical properties of chiral media that
depends on the relative orientation of the direction of light and
magnetic field. The existence of these effects is the direct
consequence of the simultaneous breaking of time-reversal
symmetry by a magnetic field and of parity by chirality and is
therefore fundamental and universal.

We can quantify the eMChA by DR(I, B)' R(I, B) & R(–I, B)
from which follows

DR
R
¼ 2gD=LB % I ð2Þ

This effect was observed for the first time in a model system
consisting of bismuth helices, with g¼ 10 & 3 T & 1A & 1 (ref. 2),
followed by its observation in individual single-walled carbon
nanotubes at low temperatures with g¼ 102T & 1A & 1 (ref. 4), the
latter value being in reasonable agreement with model
calculations5. Both the experimental and theoretical results on
carbon nanotubes were later on independently confirmed6–9. If
we rephrase the eMChA in terms of the magnetization M of the
medium,

RD=LðM; IÞ ¼ R0ð1 þ ~gD=LM % I þ ~bM2Þ ð3Þ
it also covers the case of the transmission of spin-polarized
electrons through chiral gases10 or through chiral DNA layers11

as manifestations of eMChA, thus creating a link between
chirality and spintronics12. It would also predict similar
observations for ferromagnetic chiral conductors13 in the
absence of an external magnetic field.

The double phase-sensitive detection used for the earlier
observations is limited to DR/RB10 & 6 (ref. 2). Therefore, we
have developed a new heterodyne method to detect very small
magnetochiral anisotropies (see Supplementary Note 1). In the
most favourable cases, a detection limit of DR/RE10 & 9 was
obtained with this heterodyne method, which allows observation
of eMChA at much lower currents than before.

So far, eMChA has not been observed in a bulk chiral
conductor. The symmetry arguments evoked above evidently
apply, and the effect should exist in such systems, which should
be quite abundant (of the 230 crystal space groups, 65 are chiral)
but which can rarely be obtained in a well-defined enantiopure
form. No detailed theory of charge transport in bulk chiral
conductors has been formulated so far. In such materials, the
trajectories of the charge carriers can be strongly randomized by

scattering, effectively reducing their coupling to the chiral crystal
structure, and the orbital contributions to the eMChA effect are
expected to be weaker than in conductors that are geometrically
chiral. Spin contributions should be less affected by scattering,
unless spin-orbit coupling or magnetic scatterers are present.
Chirality may also affect bulk band structure parameters, as Fermi
velocities. As eMChA is the only known manifestation of chirality
in chiral conductors, we have set out to look for this effect in bulk
chiral conductors.

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and its derivatives represent the most
important family of electroactive precursors extensively used for
the preparation of bulk crystalline molecular conductors and
superconductors14. Although the first chiral TTF, namely
the (S,S,S,S) enantiomer of tetramethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-
TTF (TM-BEDT-TTF), has been synthesized in the middle 80s
(ref. 15), only much more recently there has been an increasing
interest in the introduction of chiral information in TTF
derivatives16, mainly motivated by the possible detection of the
eMChA effect. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, no such
evidence has been provided so far in bulk conductors, including
the TTF-based materials, although the influence of chirality on
the conducting properties of TTF conductors has been indirectly
expressed through the modulation of the structural disorder in a
few series of conducting radical cation salts based on chiral TTF-
oxazoline17,18 or TM-BEDT-TTF donors19, in which the
enantiopure materials were more conducting than the racemic
ones because of the structural disorder present in the latter.
Compared with the relatively large number of chiral TTF
precursors16,20, only a few examples of derived conducting
materials have been described, such as those based on
TM-BEDT-TTF13,19,21 dimethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-TTF (DM-
BEDT-TTF)22,23, or TTF-oxazoline17,18. Moreover, complete
series of conducting salts containing both enantiomers and the
racemic forms, in order to compare their conducting properties,
are even more scarce17–19, and in all of them the enantiomeric
pairs crystallize within the same space group, although there is in
principle the possibility that enantiomers crystallize in one of the
11 enantiomorphic space groups, which remains, however, a
relatively rare event. We have recently used the so far unexplored
dimethyl-ethylenedithio-TTF (DM-EDT-TTF) donor in
electrocrystallization experiments, which provided a first family
of radical cation salts formulated as (DM-EDT-TTF)2PF6, with
semiconducting properties for the enantiopure compounds, while
the racemic form shows metallic behaviour24.

In the present work, we select the chiral salts (DM-EDT-
TTF)2ClO4 as candidates for the eMChA effect in bulk
conductors. We describe herein their synthesis, solid-state
structures and physical properties supported by band structure
calculations.

Results
Synthesis and crystal structures of the chiral salts. Single crys-
tals of both handedness were prepared by electrocrystallization of
enantiopure (S,S)- or (R,R)-DM-EDT-TTF (1 and 2, Fig. 1) in the
presence of (NBu4)ClO4 as supporting electrolyte.

The salts are formulated as (DM-EDT-TTF)2ClO4 and they
crystallize, very interestingly, in the enantiomorphic hexagonal
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Figure 1 | Enantiopure DM-EDT-TTF donors. (S,S)-DM-EDT-TTF (1) and
(R,R)-DM-EDT-TTF (2).
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C
hiralitymanifestsitselfinmanyareasofphysics,chemistry
andbiology,whereobjectsormaterialscanexistintwo
nonsuper-imposableforms,onebeingthemirrorimage

oftheother1.Itiseasilyobservedintheopticalpropertiesof
dielectricmaterials,asopticalactivityorcirculardichroism.
Howeverforconductors,suchacharacterizationisnotavailable
andothermethodsareneeded.Onthebasisofsymmetry
arguments,Rikkenetal.2havearguedthatthetwo-terminal
electricalresistanceofachiralconductorsubjecttoamagnetic
fieldBisoftheform

R
D=L
ðB;IÞ¼R0ð1þg

D=L
B%IþbB

2
Þð1Þ

whereIistheelectricalcurrent.Parityreversalsymmetryrequires
forthemagnetochiralanisotropyparametergD¼&gLwhere
DandLindicatetheright-andleft-handedversionofthe
conductor,respectively2.Weneglecthigher-ordersymmetry-
allowedtermsthatareoddorderproductsofeachBandI,similar
toI%B3.Theparameterbdescribesthenormalmagnetoresistance
thatisallowedinallconductors.Hereweneglecthighereven
ordersinBthatarealsoallowed.Wecalltheeffectcorresponding
tothelinearBdependenceinequation1electricalmagnetochiral
anisotropy(eMChA),indirectanalogytotheopticalcase3,which
correspondstoapolarization-independentenantioselective
contributiontotheopticalpropertiesofchiralmediathat
dependsontherelativeorientationofthedirectionoflightand
magneticfield.Theexistenceoftheseeffectsisthedirect
consequenceofthesimultaneousbreakingoftime-reversal
symmetrybyamagneticfieldandofparitybychiralityandis
thereforefundamentalanduniversal.

WecanquantifytheeMChAbyDR(I,B)'R(I,B)&R(–I,B)
fromwhichfollows

DR
R¼2g

D=L
B%Ið2Þ

Thiseffectwasobservedforthefirsttimeinamodelsystem
consistingofbismuthhelices,withg¼10&3T&1A&1(ref.2),
followedbyitsobservationinindividualsingle-walledcarbon
nanotubesatlowtemperatureswithg¼102T&1A&1(ref.4),the
lattervaluebeinginreasonableagreementwithmodel
calculations5.Boththeexperimentalandtheoreticalresultson
carbonnanotubeswerelateronindependentlyconfirmed6–9.If
werephrasetheeMChAintermsofthemagnetizationMofthe
medium,

R
D=L
ðM;IÞ¼R0ð1þ~gD=L

M%Iþ~bM
2
Þð3Þ

italsocoversthecaseofthetransmissionofspin-polarized
electronsthroughchiralgases10orthroughchiralDNAlayers11

asmanifestationsofeMChA,thuscreatingalinkbetween
chiralityandspintronics12.Itwouldalsopredictsimilar
observationsforferromagneticchiralconductors13inthe
absenceofanexternalmagneticfield.

Thedoublephase-sensitivedetectionusedfortheearlier
observationsislimitedtoDR/RB10&6(ref.2).Therefore,we
havedevelopedanewheterodynemethodtodetectverysmall
magnetochiralanisotropies(seeSupplementaryNote1).Inthe
mostfavourablecases,adetectionlimitofDR/RE10&9was
obtainedwiththisheterodynemethod,whichallowsobservation
ofeMChAatmuchlowercurrentsthanbefore.

Sofar,eMChAhasnotbeenobservedinabulkchiral
conductor.Thesymmetryargumentsevokedaboveevidently
apply,andtheeffectshouldexistinsuchsystems,whichshould
bequiteabundant(ofthe230crystalspacegroups,65arechiral)
butwhichcanrarelybeobtainedinawell-definedenantiopure
form.Nodetailedtheoryofchargetransportinbulkchiral
conductorshasbeenformulatedsofar.Insuchmaterials,the
trajectoriesofthechargecarrierscanbestronglyrandomizedby

scattering,effectivelyreducingtheircouplingtothechiralcrystal
structure,andtheorbitalcontributionstotheeMChAeffectare
expectedtobeweakerthaninconductorsthataregeometrically
chiral.Spincontributionsshouldbelessaffectedbyscattering,
unlessspin-orbitcouplingormagneticscatterersarepresent.
Chiralitymayalsoaffectbulkbandstructureparameters,asFermi
velocities.AseMChAistheonlyknownmanifestationofchirality
inchiralconductors,wehavesetouttolookforthiseffectinbulk
chiralconductors.

Tetrathiafulvalene(TTF)anditsderivativesrepresentthemost
importantfamilyofelectroactiveprecursorsextensivelyusedfor
thepreparationofbulkcrystallinemolecularconductorsand
superconductors14.AlthoughthefirstchiralTTF,namely
the(S,S,S,S)enantiomeroftetramethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-
TTF(TM-BEDT-TTF),hasbeensynthesizedinthemiddle80s
(ref.15),onlymuchmorerecentlytherehasbeenanincreasing
interestintheintroductionofchiralinformationinTTF
derivatives16,mainlymotivatedbythepossibledetectionofthe
eMChAeffect.Nevertheless,asmentionedearlier,nosuch
evidencehasbeenprovidedsofarinbulkconductors,including
theTTF-basedmaterials,althoughtheinfluenceofchiralityon
theconductingpropertiesofTTFconductorshasbeenindirectly
expressedthroughthemodulationofthestructuraldisorderina
fewseriesofconductingradicalcationsaltsbasedonchiralTTF-
oxazoline17,18orTM-BEDT-TTFdonors19,inwhichthe
enantiopurematerialsweremoreconductingthantheracemic
onesbecauseofthestructuraldisorderpresentinthelatter.
ComparedwiththerelativelylargenumberofchiralTTF
precursors16,20,onlyafewexamplesofderivedconducting
materialshavebeendescribed,suchasthosebasedon
TM-BEDT-TTF13,19,21dimethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-TTF(DM-
BEDT-TTF)22,23,orTTF-oxazoline17,18.Moreover,complete
seriesofconductingsaltscontainingbothenantiomersandthe
racemicforms,inordertocomparetheirconductingproperties,
areevenmorescarce17–19,andinallofthemtheenantiomeric
pairscrystallizewithinthesamespacegroup,althoughthereisin
principlethepossibilitythatenantiomerscrystallizeinoneofthe
11enantiomorphicspacegroups,whichremains,however,a
relativelyrareevent.Wehaverecentlyusedthesofarunexplored
dimethyl-ethylenedithio-TTF(DM-EDT-TTF)donorin
electrocrystallizationexperiments,whichprovidedafirstfamily
ofradicalcationsaltsformulatedas(DM-EDT-TTF)2PF6,with
semiconductingpropertiesfortheenantiopurecompounds,while
theracemicformshowsmetallicbehaviour24.

Inthepresentwork,weselectthechiralsalts(DM-EDT-
TTF)2ClO4ascandidatesfortheeMChAeffectinbulk
conductors.Wedescribehereintheirsynthesis,solid-state
structuresandphysicalpropertiessupportedbybandstructure
calculations.

Results
Synthesisandcrystalstructuresofthechiralsalts.Singlecrys-
talsofbothhandednesswerepreparedbyelectrocrystallizationof
enantiopure(S,S)-or(R,R)-DM-EDT-TTF(1and2,Fig.1)inthe
presenceof(NBu4)ClO4assupportingelectrolyte.

Thesaltsareformulatedas(DM-EDT-TTF)2ClO4andthey
crystallize,veryinterestingly,intheenantiomorphichexagonal
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Figure1|EnantiopureDM-EDT-TTFdonors.(S,S)-DM-EDT-TTF(1)and
(R,R)-DM-EDT-TTF(2).
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space groups P6222 and P6422 for the (S,S) and the (R,R)
enantiomers, respectively, with one independent half of donors
and a quarter of anions in the asymmetric unit (Supplementary
Table 1). This represents the first enantiomeric pairs of radical
cation salts crystallizing in enantiomorphic space groups. The
donors show planar geometry, with the methyl substituents
disposed in equatorial positions (Fig. 2 and Supplementary
Fig. 1).

Bond length values, in particular the central C¼C and internal
C–S bonds (Supplementary Table 2), are in agreement with the
mixed valence state of þ 0.5 per donor molecule, as indicated by
the 2:1 stoichiometry of the salt. The donors pack along the
b direction with the formation of uniform chains that interact
laterally through short S # # # S contacts (Supplementary Fig. 2).
The hexagonal axis corresponds to the c direction that
encompasses the successive donor and anion layers, and thus
the donors are rotated from one layer to the next one by 120!
clockwise or anticlockwise, depending on their handedness
(Fig. 2). The chirality of the donor is thus transposed at the
crystal level.

The oxygen atoms of the anion are involved each in one
Hvinyl # # #O and one HMe # # #O hydrogen bonds measuring 2.69
and 2.68 Å, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Electrocrystallization of the racemic mixture of DM-EDT-TTF
affords the racemic salt (DM-EDT-TTF)ClO4, which crystallizes
in the monoclinic system, centrosymmetric space group P21/c.
The donors thus bear a charge þ 1 and form strong head-to-tail
dimeric units with short intramolecular S # # # S contacts
(Supplementary Figs 4 and 5). This time the methyl groups
occupy axial positions.

Band structure calculations. The mixed valence state of the
enantiopure salts together with their peculiar crystalline sym-
metry and packing represent a favourable situation for good
transport properties in these chiral materials, which prompted us
to perform band structure calculations. In the following only the
results for the (R,R) enantiomer are presented since those for the

(S,S) one (see Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Figs 6
and 7) are similar. The donor layers of the salt contain
one symmetry non-equivalent donor and two different
donor # # # donor interactions, one along the stack (I) and one
along the interstack direction (II; Fig. 3).

Both |bHOMO–HOMO| interaction energies, which are a measure
of the strength of the HOMO # # #HOMO interactions determin-
ing the band structure near the Fermi level, are strong—that is,
0.4031 eV (I) and 0.2090 eV (II) (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4),
although those along the stacks are twice larger. Note that the
S # # # S contacts are considerably shorter for the interstack
interaction. These contacts are however of the weaker lateral
p-type, whereas those associated with the intrastack interaction are
of the stronger s-type. Hence, as far as the HOMO # # #HOMO
interactions are concerned, the system should be considered as a
series of quite significantly coupled uniform chains, and thus a
large dispersion of the HOMO bands is anticipated. Because of
the stoichiometry the two HOMO bands must contain one hole
and consequently the upper band is half-filled. These two
observations lead to the prediction that the system should be
metallic. The calculated band structure is shown in Fig. 4a. As
expected, the HOMO bands exhibit dispersion along all
directions and a quite large total dispersion is found. The two
bands are degenerate at the Y point because of the existence of
screw axis parallel to the b direction—that is, the stacks direction.
Note however that the dispersion of the partially filled band is not
that different along a* and b*, something which could seem to be
at odds with the fact that the strength of the HOMO # # #HOMO
interaction is twice larger along the stack’s direction. The reason
is that because of the 120! angle between the a and b axes, while
moving from G to X (a*/2, 0) or Y (0, b*/2) both the intrachain
and interchain interactions are changing and they partially
compensate or reinforce along the lines shown in Fig. 4a. The
important point to notice is that the Fermi level cuts the G-Y
line near the G point but does not cut the G-X line. This means
that the system must exhibit an open, although quite warped,
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Figure 2 | Crystal structure of [(S,S)-DM-EDT-TTF]2ClO4. (a) Packing
diagram of [(S,S)-DM-EDT-TTF]2ClO4 in the ab plane with an emphasis on
the hexagonal symmetry (H atoms and ClO4 anions have been omitted for
clarity). (b) Lateral view in the bc plane.
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Figure 3 | Packing of donors. Donor layer of the [(R,R)-DM-EDT-
TTF]2ClO4 salt.
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space groups P6222 and P6422 for the (S,S) and the (R,R)
enantiomers, respectively, with one independent half of donors
and a quarter of anions in the asymmetric unit (Supplementary
Table 1). This represents the first enantiomeric pairs of radical
cation salts crystallizing in enantiomorphic space groups. The
donors show planar geometry, with the methyl substituents
disposed in equatorial positions (Fig. 2 and Supplementary
Fig. 1).

Bond length values, in particular the central C¼C and internal
C–S bonds (Supplementary Table 2), are in agreement with the
mixed valence state of þ 0.5 per donor molecule, as indicated by
the 2:1 stoichiometry of the salt. The donors pack along the
b direction with the formation of uniform chains that interact
laterally through short S # # # S contacts (Supplementary Fig. 2).
The hexagonal axis corresponds to the c direction that
encompasses the successive donor and anion layers, and thus
the donors are rotated from one layer to the next one by 120!
clockwise or anticlockwise, depending on their handedness
(Fig. 2). The chirality of the donor is thus transposed at the
crystal level.

The oxygen atoms of the anion are involved each in one
Hvinyl # # #O and one HMe # # #O hydrogen bonds measuring 2.69
and 2.68 Å, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Electrocrystallization of the racemic mixture of DM-EDT-TTF
affords the racemic salt (DM-EDT-TTF)ClO4, which crystallizes
in the monoclinic system, centrosymmetric space group P21/c.
The donors thus bear a charge þ 1 and form strong head-to-tail
dimeric units with short intramolecular S # # # S contacts
(Supplementary Figs 4 and 5). This time the methyl groups
occupy axial positions.

Band structure calculations. The mixed valence state of the
enantiopure salts together with their peculiar crystalline sym-
metry and packing represent a favourable situation for good
transport properties in these chiral materials, which prompted us
to perform band structure calculations. In the following only the
results for the (R,R) enantiomer are presented since those for the

(S,S) one (see Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Figs 6
and 7) are similar. The donor layers of the salt contain
one symmetry non-equivalent donor and two different
donor # # # donor interactions, one along the stack (I) and one
along the interstack direction (II; Fig. 3).

Both |bHOMO–HOMO| interaction energies, which are a measure
of the strength of the HOMO # # #HOMO interactions determin-
ing the band structure near the Fermi level, are strong—that is,
0.4031 eV (I) and 0.2090 eV (II) (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4),
although those along the stacks are twice larger. Note that the
S # # # S contacts are considerably shorter for the interstack
interaction. These contacts are however of the weaker lateral
p-type, whereas those associated with the intrastack interaction are
of the stronger s-type. Hence, as far as the HOMO # # #HOMO
interactions are concerned, the system should be considered as a
series of quite significantly coupled uniform chains, and thus a
large dispersion of the HOMO bands is anticipated. Because of
the stoichiometry the two HOMO bands must contain one hole
and consequently the upper band is half-filled. These two
observations lead to the prediction that the system should be
metallic. The calculated band structure is shown in Fig. 4a. As
expected, the HOMO bands exhibit dispersion along all
directions and a quite large total dispersion is found. The two
bands are degenerate at the Y point because of the existence of
screw axis parallel to the b direction—that is, the stacks direction.
Note however that the dispersion of the partially filled band is not
that different along a* and b*, something which could seem to be
at odds with the fact that the strength of the HOMO # # #HOMO
interaction is twice larger along the stack’s direction. The reason
is that because of the 120! angle between the a and b axes, while
moving from G to X (a*/2, 0) or Y (0, b*/2) both the intrachain
and interchain interactions are changing and they partially
compensate or reinforce along the lines shown in Fig. 4a. The
important point to notice is that the Fermi level cuts the G-Y
line near the G point but does not cut the G-X line. This means
that the system must exhibit an open, although quite warped,
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Figure 2 | Crystal structure of [(S,S)-DM-EDT-TTF]2ClO4. (a) Packing
diagram of [(S,S)-DM-EDT-TTF]2ClO4 in the ab plane with an emphasis on
the hexagonal symmetry (H atoms and ClO4 anions have been omitted for
clarity). (b) Lateral view in the bc plane.
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Figure 3 | Packing of donors. Donor layer of the [(R,R)-DM-EDT-
TTF]2ClO4 salt.
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Electrocrystallisation under magnetic field 

N. Mroweh, M.Atzori, N. Avarvari, C. Train, G. Rikken, ANR ChiraMolCo 

Chirality manifests itself in many areas of physics, chemistry
and biology, where objects or materials can exist in two
non super-imposable forms, one being the mirror image

of the other1. It is easily observed in the optical properties of
dielectric materials, as optical activity or circular dichroism.
However for conductors, such a characterization is not available
and other methods are needed. On the basis of symmetry
arguments, Rikken et al.2 have argued that the two-terminal
electrical resistance of a chiral conductor subject to a magnetic
field B is of the form

RD=LðB; IÞ ¼ R0ð1 þ gD=LB % I þ bB2Þ ð1Þ
where I is the electrical current. Parity reversal symmetry requires
for the magnetochiral anisotropy parameter gD¼ & gL where
D and L indicate the right- and left-handed version of the
conductor, respectively2. We neglect higher-order symmetry-
allowed terms that are odd order products of each B and I, similar
to I %B3. The parameter bdescribes the normal magnetoresistance
that is allowed in all conductors. Here we neglect higher even
orders in B that are also allowed. We call the effect corresponding
to the linear B dependence in equation 1 electrical magnetochiral
anisotropy (eMChA), in direct analogy to the optical case3, which
corresponds to a polarization-independent enantioselective
contribution to the optical properties of chiral media that
depends on the relative orientation of the direction of light and
magnetic field. The existence of these effects is the direct
consequence of the simultaneous breaking of time-reversal
symmetry by a magnetic field and of parity by chirality and is
therefore fundamental and universal.

We can quantify the eMChA by DR(I, B)' R(I, B) & R(–I, B)
from which follows

DR
R
¼ 2gD=LB % I ð2Þ

This effect was observed for the first time in a model system
consisting of bismuth helices, with g¼ 10 & 3 T & 1A & 1 (ref. 2),
followed by its observation in individual single-walled carbon
nanotubes at low temperatures with g¼ 102T & 1A & 1 (ref. 4), the
latter value being in reasonable agreement with model
calculations5. Both the experimental and theoretical results on
carbon nanotubes were later on independently confirmed6–9. If
we rephrase the eMChA in terms of the magnetization M of the
medium,

RD=LðM; IÞ ¼ R0ð1 þ ~gD=LM % I þ ~bM2Þ ð3Þ
it also covers the case of the transmission of spin-polarized
electrons through chiral gases10 or through chiral DNA layers11

as manifestations of eMChA, thus creating a link between
chirality and spintronics12. It would also predict similar
observations for ferromagnetic chiral conductors13 in the
absence of an external magnetic field.

The double phase-sensitive detection used for the earlier
observations is limited to DR/RB10 & 6 (ref. 2). Therefore, we
have developed a new heterodyne method to detect very small
magnetochiral anisotropies (see Supplementary Note 1). In the
most favourable cases, a detection limit of DR/RE10 & 9 was
obtained with this heterodyne method, which allows observation
of eMChA at much lower currents than before.

So far, eMChA has not been observed in a bulk chiral
conductor. The symmetry arguments evoked above evidently
apply, and the effect should exist in such systems, which should
be quite abundant (of the 230 crystal space groups, 65 are chiral)
but which can rarely be obtained in a well-defined enantiopure
form. No detailed theory of charge transport in bulk chiral
conductors has been formulated so far. In such materials, the
trajectories of the charge carriers can be strongly randomized by

scattering, effectively reducing their coupling to the chiral crystal
structure, and the orbital contributions to the eMChA effect are
expected to be weaker than in conductors that are geometrically
chiral. Spin contributions should be less affected by scattering,
unless spin-orbit coupling or magnetic scatterers are present.
Chirality may also affect bulk band structure parameters, as Fermi
velocities. As eMChA is the only known manifestation of chirality
in chiral conductors, we have set out to look for this effect in bulk
chiral conductors.

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and its derivatives represent the most
important family of electroactive precursors extensively used for
the preparation of bulk crystalline molecular conductors and
superconductors14. Although the first chiral TTF, namely
the (S,S,S,S) enantiomer of tetramethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-
TTF (TM-BEDT-TTF), has been synthesized in the middle 80s
(ref. 15), only much more recently there has been an increasing
interest in the introduction of chiral information in TTF
derivatives16, mainly motivated by the possible detection of the
eMChA effect. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, no such
evidence has been provided so far in bulk conductors, including
the TTF-based materials, although the influence of chirality on
the conducting properties of TTF conductors has been indirectly
expressed through the modulation of the structural disorder in a
few series of conducting radical cation salts based on chiral TTF-
oxazoline17,18 or TM-BEDT-TTF donors19, in which the
enantiopure materials were more conducting than the racemic
ones because of the structural disorder present in the latter.
Compared with the relatively large number of chiral TTF
precursors16,20, only a few examples of derived conducting
materials have been described, such as those based on
TM-BEDT-TTF13,19,21 dimethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-TTF (DM-
BEDT-TTF)22,23, or TTF-oxazoline17,18. Moreover, complete
series of conducting salts containing both enantiomers and the
racemic forms, in order to compare their conducting properties,
are even more scarce17–19, and in all of them the enantiomeric
pairs crystallize within the same space group, although there is in
principle the possibility that enantiomers crystallize in one of the
11 enantiomorphic space groups, which remains, however, a
relatively rare event. We have recently used the so far unexplored
dimethyl-ethylenedithio-TTF (DM-EDT-TTF) donor in
electrocrystallization experiments, which provided a first family
of radical cation salts formulated as (DM-EDT-TTF)2PF6, with
semiconducting properties for the enantiopure compounds, while
the racemic form shows metallic behaviour24.

In the present work, we select the chiral salts (DM-EDT-
TTF)2ClO4 as candidates for the eMChA effect in bulk
conductors. We describe herein their synthesis, solid-state
structures and physical properties supported by band structure
calculations.

Results
Synthesis and crystal structures of the chiral salts. Single crys-
tals of both handedness were prepared by electrocrystallization of
enantiopure (S,S)- or (R,R)-DM-EDT-TTF (1 and 2, Fig. 1) in the
presence of (NBu4)ClO4 as supporting electrolyte.

The salts are formulated as (DM-EDT-TTF)2ClO4 and they
crystallize, very interestingly, in the enantiomorphic hexagonal
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Figure 1 | Enantiopure DM-EDT-TTF donors. (S,S)-DM-EDT-TTF (1) and
(R,R)-DM-EDT-TTF (2).
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C
hiralitymanifestsitselfinmanyareasofphysics,chemistry
andbiology,whereobjectsormaterialscanexistintwo
nonsuper-imposableforms,onebeingthemirrorimage

oftheother1.Itiseasilyobservedintheopticalpropertiesof
dielectricmaterials,asopticalactivityorcirculardichroism.
Howeverforconductors,suchacharacterizationisnotavailable
andothermethodsareneeded.Onthebasisofsymmetry
arguments,Rikkenetal.2havearguedthatthetwo-terminal
electricalresistanceofachiralconductorsubjecttoamagnetic
fieldBisoftheform

R
D=L
ðB;IÞ¼R0ð1þg

D=L
B%IþbB

2
Þð1Þ

whereIistheelectricalcurrent.Parityreversalsymmetryrequires
forthemagnetochiralanisotropyparametergD¼&gLwhere
DandLindicatetheright-andleft-handedversionofthe
conductor,respectively2.Weneglecthigher-ordersymmetry-
allowedtermsthatareoddorderproductsofeachBandI,similar
toI%B3.Theparameterbdescribesthenormalmagnetoresistance
thatisallowedinallconductors.Hereweneglecthighereven
ordersinBthatarealsoallowed.Wecalltheeffectcorresponding
tothelinearBdependenceinequation1electricalmagnetochiral
anisotropy(eMChA),indirectanalogytotheopticalcase3,which
correspondstoapolarization-independentenantioselective
contributiontotheopticalpropertiesofchiralmediathat
dependsontherelativeorientationofthedirectionoflightand
magneticfield.Theexistenceoftheseeffectsisthedirect
consequenceofthesimultaneousbreakingoftime-reversal
symmetrybyamagneticfieldandofparitybychiralityandis
thereforefundamentalanduniversal.

WecanquantifytheeMChAbyDR(I,B)'R(I,B)&R(–I,B)
fromwhichfollows

DR
R¼2g

D=L
B%Ið2Þ

Thiseffectwasobservedforthefirsttimeinamodelsystem
consistingofbismuthhelices,withg¼10&3T&1A&1(ref.2),
followedbyitsobservationinindividualsingle-walledcarbon
nanotubesatlowtemperatureswithg¼102T&1A&1(ref.4),the
lattervaluebeinginreasonableagreementwithmodel
calculations5.Boththeexperimentalandtheoreticalresultson
carbonnanotubeswerelateronindependentlyconfirmed6–9.If
werephrasetheeMChAintermsofthemagnetizationMofthe
medium,

R
D=L
ðM;IÞ¼R0ð1þ~gD=L

M%Iþ~bM
2
Þð3Þ

italsocoversthecaseofthetransmissionofspin-polarized
electronsthroughchiralgases10orthroughchiralDNAlayers11

asmanifestationsofeMChA,thuscreatingalinkbetween
chiralityandspintronics12.Itwouldalsopredictsimilar
observationsforferromagneticchiralconductors13inthe
absenceofanexternalmagneticfield.

Thedoublephase-sensitivedetectionusedfortheearlier
observationsislimitedtoDR/RB10&6(ref.2).Therefore,we
havedevelopedanewheterodynemethodtodetectverysmall
magnetochiralanisotropies(seeSupplementaryNote1).Inthe
mostfavourablecases,adetectionlimitofDR/RE10&9was
obtainedwiththisheterodynemethod,whichallowsobservation
ofeMChAatmuchlowercurrentsthanbefore.

Sofar,eMChAhasnotbeenobservedinabulkchiral
conductor.Thesymmetryargumentsevokedaboveevidently
apply,andtheeffectshouldexistinsuchsystems,whichshould
bequiteabundant(ofthe230crystalspacegroups,65arechiral)
butwhichcanrarelybeobtainedinawell-definedenantiopure
form.Nodetailedtheoryofchargetransportinbulkchiral
conductorshasbeenformulatedsofar.Insuchmaterials,the
trajectoriesofthechargecarrierscanbestronglyrandomizedby

scattering,effectivelyreducingtheircouplingtothechiralcrystal
structure,andtheorbitalcontributionstotheeMChAeffectare
expectedtobeweakerthaninconductorsthataregeometrically
chiral.Spincontributionsshouldbelessaffectedbyscattering,
unlessspin-orbitcouplingormagneticscatterersarepresent.
Chiralitymayalsoaffectbulkbandstructureparameters,asFermi
velocities.AseMChAistheonlyknownmanifestationofchirality
inchiralconductors,wehavesetouttolookforthiseffectinbulk
chiralconductors.

Tetrathiafulvalene(TTF)anditsderivativesrepresentthemost
importantfamilyofelectroactiveprecursorsextensivelyusedfor
thepreparationofbulkcrystallinemolecularconductorsand
superconductors14.AlthoughthefirstchiralTTF,namely
the(S,S,S,S)enantiomeroftetramethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-
TTF(TM-BEDT-TTF),hasbeensynthesizedinthemiddle80s
(ref.15),onlymuchmorerecentlytherehasbeenanincreasing
interestintheintroductionofchiralinformationinTTF
derivatives16,mainlymotivatedbythepossibledetectionofthe
eMChAeffect.Nevertheless,asmentionedearlier,nosuch
evidencehasbeenprovidedsofarinbulkconductors,including
theTTF-basedmaterials,althoughtheinfluenceofchiralityon
theconductingpropertiesofTTFconductorshasbeenindirectly
expressedthroughthemodulationofthestructuraldisorderina
fewseriesofconductingradicalcationsaltsbasedonchiralTTF-
oxazoline17,18orTM-BEDT-TTFdonors19,inwhichthe
enantiopurematerialsweremoreconductingthantheracemic
onesbecauseofthestructuraldisorderpresentinthelatter.
ComparedwiththerelativelylargenumberofchiralTTF
precursors16,20,onlyafewexamplesofderivedconducting
materialshavebeendescribed,suchasthosebasedon
TM-BEDT-TTF13,19,21dimethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-TTF(DM-
BEDT-TTF)22,23,orTTF-oxazoline17,18.Moreover,complete
seriesofconductingsaltscontainingbothenantiomersandthe
racemicforms,inordertocomparetheirconductingproperties,
areevenmorescarce17–19,andinallofthemtheenantiomeric
pairscrystallizewithinthesamespacegroup,althoughthereisin
principlethepossibilitythatenantiomerscrystallizeinoneofthe
11enantiomorphicspacegroups,whichremains,however,a
relativelyrareevent.Wehaverecentlyusedthesofarunexplored
dimethyl-ethylenedithio-TTF(DM-EDT-TTF)donorin
electrocrystallizationexperiments,whichprovidedafirstfamily
ofradicalcationsaltsformulatedas(DM-EDT-TTF)2PF6,with
semiconductingpropertiesfortheenantiopurecompounds,while
theracemicformshowsmetallicbehaviour24.

Inthepresentwork,weselectthechiralsalts(DM-EDT-
TTF)2ClO4ascandidatesfortheeMChAeffectinbulk
conductors.Wedescribehereintheirsynthesis,solid-state
structuresandphysicalpropertiessupportedbybandstructure
calculations.

Results
Synthesisandcrystalstructuresofthechiralsalts.Singlecrys-
talsofbothhandednesswerepreparedbyelectrocrystallizationof
enantiopure(S,S)-or(R,R)-DM-EDT-TTF(1and2,Fig.1)inthe
presenceof(NBu4)ClO4assupportingelectrolyte.

Thesaltsareformulatedas(DM-EDT-TTF)2ClO4andthey
crystallize,veryinterestingly,intheenantiomorphichexagonal
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Figure1|EnantiopureDM-EDT-TTFdonors.(S,S)-DM-EDT-TTF(1)and
(R,R)-DM-EDT-TTF(2).
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